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Outline
• The ACA’s coverage expansion
–
–
–
–
–

Mandates, rating restrictions, subsidies, Medicaid expansion
Exchanges, market stabilization, King v. Burwell
Republican reform proposals
ACA Co-ops
Employers’ decisions

• Health care costs and federal health care spending
– Spending slowdown and future projections
– Medicare payment initiatives (ACOs as example)
– Possible Medicare reforms
• Healthcare sector headwinds, tailwinds, perspectives
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The ACA’s coverage expansion in 2014+
• Individual mandate: most residents must obtain a minimum level
of coverage or pay a penalty
• Premium subsidies for individuals/families with income between
100-400% of Federal Poverty Level (FPL) who buy coverage
through exchange (and qualified coverage is not available at work);
cost-sharing subsidies if income < 250% of FPL
• Employer mandate (deferred until 2015-16): Firms with 100+
workers in 2015 (50+ in 2016) pay penalties for not offering
coverage or if workers get subsidized coverage
• Medicaid expansion to incomes up to 138% of FPL, regardless of
health
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ACA changes before 2014
• Created temporary, subsidized plans for the previously uninsured with preexisting conditions
• Prohibited pre-existing condition exclusions/rating for children
• Mandated coverage of preventive services without cost sharing
• Extended parents’ coverage to adult children up to age 26
• Eliminated lifetime benefit limits; restricted annual benefit limits prior to
elimination in 2014
• Established minimum medical loss ratios (ratios of medical costs to
premiums) for health insurers
• Provided health insurance tax credits for firms with up to 25 workers
averaging < $50,000 of annual wages
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Individual markets in 2014 (small groups 2015-16)
• Guaranteed issue at adjusted community rates
– Health insurers accept all applicants regardless of health status, w/o
excluding preexisting conditions
– Premium rates vary only by geographic region, age (within 3-1 ratio),
and tobacco use (1.5-1 ratio)

• Minimum essential benefits
– Must include benefits in at least 10 categories and equal scope in “a
typical employer plan” in the state

• Permissible plans (“actuarial value” in parentheses)
– Bronze (60%), Silver (70%), Gold (80%), and Platinum (90%)
– Somewhat lower actuarial value catastrophic plans can be offered to
those under age 30 or if unaffordability/hardship

• State level health insurance exchanges with income-based
premium and cost sharing subsidies
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Summary of selected ACA requirements
Requirement

Ind. / small
group

Large
group

Selffunded

Rating rules, metal
tiers

Yes

100% preventive
care

Yes

Yes

Yes

Dependents to age
26

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No lifetime, annual
limits

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cost-sharing limits

Yes

Yes

Yes

Minimum Essential
Benefits

Yes
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Premiums subsidies (tax credits)
Subsidy equals premium for the second lowest cost “Silver” plan
minus a specified percentage of income
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CBO’s ACA projections when enacted, 2012-2021
Exchange subsidies

$678

Medicaid/CHIP expansion

$674

Small employer tax credits
Medicare/Medicaid cuts

$38
-$682

Hospital insurance tax

-$259

Other revenue effects

-$234

Manufacturer and insurer fees

-$148

Excise tax on high cost plans

-$111

Uninsured/employer penalties

-$101

Class Act surplus
Net change in deficit

Includes investment income tax
on high earners

-$86

This program never created

-$231
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Supreme Court’s decision: June 27, 2012
• The individual mandate and penalties are not a tax for purposes of
the Anti-Injunction Act (whether mandate could be challenged
before it took effect in 2014)
• The individual mandate and penalties are a tax for purposes of
assessing constitutionality
• The federal government cannot compel purchase of a product
under its constitutional authority to regulate interstate commerce
• The federal government can impose a tax under its taxing authority
for failure to purchase a product
• The federal government cannot compel states to expand Medicaid
under threat of withholding all Medicaid funds
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Individual and small employer exchanges
• Later rebranded as “Marketplaces”
• State-level with multiple geographic rating areas within
states
• Income-based premium and cost sharing subsidies for
individual market (including employees whose employer
does not offer minimum benefits) available only through
the exchange
• States could set up and administer the exchange, defer to
HHS, or partner with HHS
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Exchange administration

http://kff.org/health-reform/state-indicator/state-health-insurancemarketplace-types/#
12

Exchange enrollment
• About 7 million in 2014
– Including some millions who previously had coverage
– But not including some millions who were allowed to renew
noncomplying plans after controversy about cancellations in
2013
– 87% of enrollees received premium subsidies (tax credits)
– Average premium subsidy was 76% of premium ($82 mo. vs.
$346)
– Almost 70% paid $100 or less per mo., about half paid less than
$50 per mo.
– About 2/3 chose Silver plans (must do so to get cost-sharing
subsidies if income is 100%-250% of FPL)
• 10 million plus have enrolled in 2015
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CBO coverage projections (January 2015)
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Pricing, adverse selection, and market stabilization
• Exchange population expected to be less healthy than previously
insured population: levels of medical care utilization highly
uncertain => lots of pricing risk
• How effective would the subsidies and individual mandate be in
reducing adverse selection?
• Market stabilization
– Risk adjustment (for exch. and non-exch. individual/small group)
– Temporary reinsurance program (2014-16, pays 80% of
individual market enrollee medical costs between $45k and
$250k for 2014)
– Temporary risk corridor program (2014-16, risk sharing for costs
above or below certain benchmarks for exchange coverage)
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Risk corridor program (2014-2016, exch. only)
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King v. Burwell
• Plaintiffs argue that the plain language of the statute only permits
premium subsidies in states where the exchange has been
“established by the State”
• Poor drafting or a lever to get states to establish their own
exchanges?
• Decision by the court in favor of plaintiffs would produce enormous
disruption in states with federal exchanges
– Enrollees
– Providers and payers
• State actions to establish exchanges would take time
• Disruption could cause Congress to take actions to “fix” the law
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Republican reform proposal(s)
• Eliminate individual and employer mandates
• Replace Medicaid expansion with block grants to states
• Simplified tax credits up to 300% of FPL; limits on tax exclusion for
employer coverage
• Guaranteed issue and rating (5 to 1 age rating) without regard to
health status for those who are continuously insured
• Risk rating or other penalties for those who don’t maintain
continuous coverage, combined with state high risk pools
• Eliminate exchanges and most restrictions on types of policies that
can be offered
• Medical malpractice reform
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ACA Consumer Operated and Oriented Plans
• Co-op alternative to “public option”
– Non-profit, consumer focus, coordinated care, etc.
– More competition
• $2.4 billion in startup and solvency loans
• 23 plans in 23 states
• Insolvency and liquidation of Co-Oportunity Health (Iowa and
Nebraska)
• Enrollment suspension of Tennessee co-op
• Challenges
– Price low enough to achieve sufficient scale
– Price high enough to cover costs and begin to pay back loans
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Employer responsibility (enforced in 2015-16)
• In 2015, employers with 100 or more equivalent full-time employees
during the preceding calendar year must offer “minimum essential
coverage” (In 2016 drops to 50 or more.)
– Full time: average of 30 or more hours per week
• Minimum essential coverage: Would pay at least 60 percent of medical
expenses for a standard population (“minimum actuarial value”);
employee’s contribution cannot exceed 9.5% of wages for self coverage
• Penalties (none for part-time employees)
– (a) If employer does not offer and any employee gets subsidized
coverage, $2,000 penalty for each full-time employee in excess of 30
– (b) If coverage does not meet 60% rule or is not affordable, $3,000 for
each employee who receives subsidized coverage up to the total
penalty that would be required if coverage not offered (from (a) above)
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Can employers increase profits by dropping coverage?
• An employer’s cost if coverage is dropped:
– (1) Penalty (not tax deductible for employer), plus
– (2) Taxable (to employee) wage increase needed to compensate
employee for the non-deductible (to employee) premium less any
subsidy from purchasing comparable coverage on the exchange
• Exchange subsidy has to be large enough to offset the penalty and
the tax disadvantage of individual coverage
• Most likely for lower wage, lower tax bracket, higher subsidy
workers
• Cannot selectively drop workers
• Small, low-wage employer tax credits; possible demand increase
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The Part-time employment debate

7,000

U.S. Part-time Employment for Economic Reasons
Dec. 1979 – Oct. 2014
(thousands of workers, 12-mo. moving average)
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What’s happening with health care costs?
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Causes / sustainability of spending slowdown
• Recession and slow recovery
• Continued growth in patient cost-sharing
• Patent expirations and fewer breakthrough technologies
• The Affordable Care Act and greater focus on value and delivery
system transformation
• Have the ethos and dynamics of U.S. healthcare fundamentally
changed?
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Slower projected growth in Medicare spending

http://www.brookings.edu/blogs/up-front/posts/2014/07/15-health-spending25-years-out-sheiner#.U8WQUXjA_5I.twitter
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CBO projections through 2025 (January 2015)
• 73 million enrollees vs. 54 million in 2015
• Total Medicare spending will approximately double
– 60% of growth due to higher cost per enrollee
– 40% due to more enrollees
• 4% annual growth in spending per enrollee (held down by inflow
of “younger” enrollees), much higher for drugs than other services
• Net spending as percent of GDP will grow from about 3% to 4-5%
• (Longer term forecasts discussed below)
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Medicare Trustees spending projections
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Medicare reforms within the current benefit structure
• ACA’s provider-centered initiatives (focus on providers)
– Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation
– Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs, providers share savings
in spending)
– Episode-based payment (bundled, rather than separate for
hospital, doctor, follow up, etc.)
– Pay for performance
– Independent Payment Advisory Board
• General move towards global payments and, ultimately, basing
Medicare reimbursement on comparative effectiveness and cost
effectiveness analysis
• Further increase premiums for higher income retirees
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Provider reimbursement, risk, and incentives

High

Global (capitation)

Low

Shared savings/risk

Providers’
financial
risk &
incentives
to control
costs

Providers’
incentives to
generate
volume

Bundled (episode based for
hospitals, physicians, post
acute care)
Hospital DRGs
Hospital per diems
Low

Fee-for-service

High

Incentives for
quality?
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From HMOs to ACOs
• Basic principles of risk contracting
Allocate risk / responsibility to entities able to control outcomes
Have to consider ability to bear risk
• HMOs / capitation: providers bear risk as a group
Complex contracting between HMO, PHO/IPA, and physicians
Weak incentives, financial problems
Concerns about quality and reduced patient choice
• ACOs (public and private)
Shared savings, prospective payment/capitation
Patient choice, at least for public
Quality metrics and reporting
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ACO growth (Medicare and private)

300+
Medicare

Leavitt Partners Center for Accountable Care Intelligence
http://healthaffairs.org/blog/2014/01/29/accountable-care-growth-in-2014-a-lookahead/
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Medicare ACOs
• Requirements
Provider group “Willing to become accountable for the quality,
cost, and overall care of the Medicare fee-for-service beneficiaries
assigned to it.”
At least 5,000 beneficiaries (15,000 for Pioneer ACOs)
Reporting and quality performance standards
Beneficiaries have choice of physicians / specialists
• Models
Medicare Shared Savings Program (MSSP) (several hundred)
Pioneer (32 initially; share more risk with path toward full
capitation; 9 dropped out; 7 converting to MSSP)
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Medicare Shared Savings Program
• 3 year contracts
• “One-sided” (savings only) and “Two-sided” (savings and losses)
models
• Spending benchmarks based on prior enrollee spending
(complicated, 3 year projections)
• Assignment of enrollees (sharing based on all spending for assigned
enrollees)
CMS identifies prospective assignees based on prior utilization
Retrospective true-up based on where plurality of care received
• 33 quality measures
• Anti-kickback and self-referral restrictions waived as appropriate;
gainsharing permitted
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Restructuring Medicare benefits and cost sharing?
• Perceived flaws in current design
– No out-of-pocket maximum
– Excessively complex cost sharing
– Private supplementary coverage drives up traditional Medicare
spending, defeating the objectives of cost sharing
• Proposals
– Streamline cost sharing and include out-of-pocket maximum
– Require minimum deductibles / cost sharing in supplemental
plans
– Strong political opposition
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Premium support (“defined contribution”)
• Basic idea: Medicare would make a risk and income-adjusted
contribution towards Medicare and/or private coverage
– Total contribution growth would be limited and sustainable
– Focus on competition and consumer choice
• Example: Ryan/Wyden plan (Dec. 2011)
– Beginning in 10 years, enrollees would have choice of traditional
Medicare (with catastrophic protection) or private plan at least as
comprehensive through a Medicare exchange (would replace
Medicare Advantage)
– Guaranteed issue, community rating, competitive bidding
– Risk & income adjusted contributions, growth limited to GDP + 1%
– Lowest income enrollees would get fully funded accounts to pay
premiums and cost sharing
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Healthcare sector tailwinds
• Growing demand
– Aging populations
– Chronic diseases
– Emerging market growth
– Increasing numbers of people with insurance
• Opportunities for disruptive technological innovation
• Opportunities for transformative scientific breakthroughs
• U.S. financial markets and intellectual property protection
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Headwinds
• Risk of slow economic growth
• High costs and potential resurgence of rapid cost growth
• Government budget pressures
• Political uncertainty
• Entrenched interests and regulatory bureaucracies
• Increased focus on value rather than volume of care creates risks
as well as opportunities
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Perspectives
• Reasonable confidence
–
–
–
–
–
–

Enormous opportunities to add value
Payers will demand more evidence of value
More consumers will become engaged in their health and care
The design and funding of Medicare will eventually change
Poverty contributes heavily to a high and costly disease burden
Economic growth is central

• Wildcards
– Scope and effectiveness of greater focus on value
– Scope of transformations from digitization of health data and
care delivery
– Economic, political, and regulatory tolerance for $1,000 pills and
6-figure therapies
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